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Powerbee GEP094 White telescopic arm for GoPro cameras, sports cameras and small cameras and cameras.
Powerbee GEP094 White is a telescopic arm (boom) that allows you to move the camera / camera to 94 cm. Allows you
to take shots from a further perspective. Useful when filming sports such as skiing, snowboarding, roller skating and
many more. The Powerbee arm was made with great care using high-quality materials. The device has direct
attachment to all GoPro cameras. Thanks to this, it ensures a high rigidity of the connection. The set also includes an
adapter with a 1/4 inch threaded fastening. This allows the attachment of all small cameras and cameras with a 1/4 inch
tripod thread. The slide lock is made by turning the arm. This ensures a fast and reliable change in length. The head of
the device can be adjusted (changing the angle of the camera / camera mount). The handle is equipped with a wrist
leash and an internal 1/4 inch thread, allowing the arm to be mounted, e.g. on a tripod. Mobile holder holder included .
Great product for owners of modern mobile phones with built-in cameras. With it, you can attach your phone to any
photo tripod, from amateur to professional. The handle enables precise panoramas, evening shots and low light
conditions without moving the image. As well as filming without vibrations. If there is a camera in your pocket, the
possibilities and quality of which do not differ from digital cameras, why not use it? All GoPro cameras, for small
cameras and cameras with 1/4 inch tripod thread (Sony, Drift, JVC). Technical parameters â€¢ mounts: "GoPro" feet, 1/4
inch (photo), smartphone adapter (adjustment of the buckle 5.5 - 8.5 cm) â€¢ head: tilting â€¢ material: aluminum + plastic
â€¢ length (min / max): 28 cm / 94 cm â€¢ weight: approx. 140 g Phone holder â€¢ the minimum width of the phone: 55 mm
â€¢ the maximum width of the phone: 88 mm â€¢ 1/4 inch tripod thread â€¢ handle lined with anti-slip rubber
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